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ARE YOU TIRED OF TRYING 
TO NETFLIX & CHILL BUT 

NEVER KNOWING WHAT TO 
WATCH?



SICK OF FINISHING YOUR 
MEAL BEFORE EVEN 

SETTLING ON A SHOW TO 
WATCH WHILE YOU EAT IT?



SOUNDS LIKE YOU SHOULD TRY



WHAT IS FLICK FINDER?

THINK LESS, WATCH MORE

You don’t always know exactly 
what to watch, and can waste 
hours just scrolling. Let us do 

the hard part!

Fast and Easy
Save yourself time and 

discover new content to 
enjoy. Managing streaming 

services has never been 
easier.

ENGAGING WAYS TO SEARCH

Answer a quick series of 
questions about how 

you’re feeling and what 
mood you’re in.

DISCOVER NEW SHOWS
Searches are spread out 

across all streaming 
services, and can be sorted 

by your subscription 
preferences.



MONDAY

The PRocess

01

Kicking off & Establishing 
Long Term Goals

02
Tuesday

Ideating & Sketching 
the Product

03
WEdnesday

Storyboarding (& 
Storyboarding Again)

04
Thursday
Prototyping

05
Friday

Customer Interviews

06
Wrapping Up

Analyzing our process 



Monday

Find ChallengesEstablish LTG

21



Monday

Find Challenges“How Might we?”

43



Tuesday is designated as "sketch 
day"! and figuring out a solution is 
what sketch day is all about.

Why is Sketching important?

● Create concepts that will 
serve as a framework for our 
prototype.

● Making sketches can help 
transform products from 
abstract ideas into tangible 
objects that anybody can 
evaluate equally.

● Remixing previous concepts 
has resulted in a few excellent 
creations.

Tuesday



Tuesday Goals

Lightning Demos The 4-STEP Sketch
Review Solutions from 
other industries, other 
companies or even old 
ideas floating around 
between your team

SOLUTION SKETCHES

A B C

● Notes
● Ideas
● Crazy 8
● Solution Sketch

● Draw 3 panels of 
what the user 
sees.

● Each panel is a 
new step or mini 
storyboard.

● Add notes for 
context.



LIGHTNING DEMOS

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mTqr_C4rdPQ


THE FOUR-STEP SKETCH

● Notes
● Ideas
● Crazy 8
● Solution Sketch

“Crazy 8”



SOLUTION SKETCHES

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzmXuVRWxE8


STEP 1 - BEGIN SEARCH

STEP 2 - NAVIGATE RESULTS

Our favorite sketches started with a 
user’s need to find something to watch, 
but they are unsure of where to find it.

STEP 3 - SELECT SHOW

WEDNESDAY - Art Museum

We weren’t sure how we would organize 
the results, be we all agreed they would 
be the main focus of this step.

Our final step would be the selection of 
the desired show, however there we still 
big questions about how this would work.



Developed our first draft of the storyboard
 

Realized that we were unsure of our true focus was and that 
our project was not unique.

 
Pivoted our thoughts and created a second draft.

STORYBOARD
WEDNESDAY



Focus on the user who wanted to watch something, but didn’t know WHAT to watch. 

Created a storyboard for a quiz

Results would cover a full catalogue across all streaming services, but provide the user 
a more rewarding experience than simply scrolling apps or using a search engine.

STORYBOARD - REVISED
WEDNESDAY



THURSDAY

Prototype!









https://docs.google.com/file/d/1dzDz2b5F_7NNfCcyAGQSATxjpPthUTbG/preview


Friday

Interview Time! After building  a prototype we were proud of, we took the time to conduct 
interviews to, observe behaviors, ask questions, and listen.

● Interviewed 5 different users
● Asked 9 different Questions
● Feedback was generally neutral to positive 

○ People loved the concept but offered constructive criticism on some of the details
● The interviews will be super helpful for working out the kinks in our prototype and 

eventually forming a complete product.
○ Each user brought unique perspective and insights.



What streaming services does the user use?

Interview  Questions And Feedback

01
Main Feedback: Every single user had 
multiple platforms. Netflix, Hulu and 

HBO being most common.

02
how often does the user use streaming 

services?
Main Feedback: Most users watch 
hours a week and at least 4 days a 

week.

03
how do you normally find content?

Main Feedback: People had many 
entirely  different ways of finding 

content but largely expressed 
frustration.

04
How long does the process of finding  

content usually take?

Main Feedback: Most users said it 
takes 30 min to an hour to find 

shows.

05
does the user understand the overall 

concept?

Main Feedback: The answer to this 
question  was overwhelmingly positive. 

People understood the product well. 

06
would the user feel compelled to 

share with others?
Main Feedback: Users were split 

pretty evenly on if they would 
share the product.

07
would they use this daily?

Main Feedback: Only one of the users 
would use this daily.

08
Was there anything the user was 

confused about?

Main Feedback: There was some 
confusion but nothing that can’t be 

worked out.

09
thoughts on product?

Main Feedback: Users liked the 
product but want details/ kinks to be 

worked out.



Wrap up 
1. Can we organize content so that customers are not overwhelmed with information 

from all the different streaming services?
Overall, we all agreed that our platform does organize the amount of content that is 
available online in an interesting and unique manner. 

2. Can we gather data efficiently from all the different streaming services? 
This question had the most variation in it. Some of us believe that we did gather data 
efficiently with the Flick Finder and Results page, while others believe that we did not 
ever truly answer this question. 

3. Did we successfully distinguish ourselves from existing search engines or streaming 
service? 

On this question, all of us agreed that we were able to distinguish ourselves from 
existing search engine and streaming services because as a team, we do not know of 
another product that does that ours accomplishes. 



Wrap up 

4. Can we (theoretically, but realistically) reach our Long-Term Goal with this approach? 
Once again, we all did agree that we could reach our Long-Term Goal with this approach. 
Another piece that many of our team members mentioned was the fact that in order to 
reach our Long-Term Goal we would need to do another sprint with a more focused 
approach.
 

5.  Do we need another Design Sprint (theoretically)? If so, what do we need to learn? 
Yes, we all agreed that we would need to do another full, if not, partial design sprint. As one 
of our team members wrote, everyone who we tested understood the product, but gave us 
feedback on the areas that could be improved when it came to the design and the UI.

6.  What is the big takeaway from this Sprint?
All of our takeaways were a bit different. One common theme from our takeaways was that 
it is okay to pivot ideas and that the entire process is important and there is not one part of 
the process that is more important than the others. 



Thank you


